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Data Centric industry decision-making
$500M/year spent to catalog and access data

- Average IOC spends $10M/year to catalogue +600k docs and optimization is required
- Millions files are stored with very few associated metadata
- Cataloging has to be redone several times
- Issue affects all the players in the value chain

Open market >$100M and increasing
AgileDD uses machine learning to exploit unstructured data
Studies show that only 20% of data is structured*

We increase the structured data pool up to 80%

*Sources: Merrill Lynch; EMC; GATE project/Sheffield University
Save IOCs $ millions /year

**SAVE MONEY**
Avoid populating databases manually

**GO FASTER**
From data to decision

**DE-RISK**
Using more verified information
MVP* version 1.0 **successfully deployed**

- Existing Customer
- 6 man - years of development
- Patent claim registered Dec 2016
- Published Work

* MVP: Minimum Viable Product
Strong Team with complementary talents

Founders

Jacques Micaelli
President and IS
• 20 years of experience in IS
• Past experience of web-based start-up

Dr. Amit Juneja
CEO & CTO
• 16 years of experience in Data Science and ML

Henri Blondelle
Sales and Marketing
• 25+ years of experience in O&G data management

Independent advisors

Philip Neri
Marketing & Investor relations

Joe Johnston
Geosciences
Takeaways

• Using ML to make unstructured data directly accessible
• Targeting 10% of the $100M+ primary E&P market
• Solution can be easily adapted to other industries
• Solution tested by a major geoscience service provider
• Established and competent team
• Raising $750k pre-A to develop E&P market and enter in a second market